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CONSERVE CHURCHILL SUMMER SURVEY 2018

1.1 Executive Summary
HEADLINE FINDINGS

•

•

•
•

The most important issue to residents is ‘inappropriate development’ and its negative
visual and spatial impact on the village. Whilst ‘inappropriate’ was not defined, many
negative references to both architecture and light/noise pollution were associated with
new development.
Open spaces and pathways are valuable amenities that are closely associated with
village character and quality of life, suggesting that their inclusion in the Churchill
Conservation Area and ultimate preservation is both justified and consistent with
public opinion.
Vehicle traffic is a recurring theme. The combination of speed and vehicle size is seen
as a clear and persistent threat to public safety; parking is seen as an aggravating
factor.
The difficulties facing young families are characterised by lack of affordable housing
(negatively associated with second home ownership), scarce amenities and poor
infrastructure.

The Conserve Churchill Task & Finish Group surveyed the residents of Churchill and
Sarsden to determine if there was sufficient interest to justify a Conservation Area Character
Appraisal, and to better understand what a Conservation Area meant to them.
The responses to this survey seem to show that people are very familiar with the themes
explored in it. The fresh memories of three significant housing development applications
(including one by a particularly tenacious developer) is highly likely to have influenced the
strength and breadth of opinion.1 However, in terms of willingness to engage, this influence
has arguably enhanced rather than invalidated the survey results by allowing time for people
to become more certain of their personal opinions through reflection and discussion.
Many respondents tended to return to the narrower theme of development rather than the
broader theme of Conservation Areas. This suggests either that, for a significant proportion
of residents, the two issues are indistinguishable, or that development is the only debate that
really matters to them. However, when considering the idea of ‘inappropriate development’
many respondents cited ‘urbanisation’ and perceived lack of building material ‘enforcement’
on the part of the planning authority. This suggests that opposition to new build development
proposals may be strongly associated with appearance, density and position rather than the
concept of development itself.

1.2 Further Research
Three questions fall out of this research.
1. What defines ‘inappropriate’ and ‘appropriate development’? This will address
appearance, density and position.
2. What role does lack of infrastructure and resources (for example school capacity,
transport, amenities) play in opposition to development?
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See Part 3 – Survey Design and Methodology for more information on biases affecting the survey.

A corollary question may be: ‘should planning consent automatically commit the local
authority to provide infrastructure uplift (for example ten affordable houses should
trigger an increase in school capacity, transport provision etc.)?’
3. Notwithstanding infrastructure shortfalls, is there an acceptable rate of new-build
development? In other words, if a local plan specifies a new-build target of ten
houses over a twenty-year period and ten houses are built in year 1, should there be
an automatic planning moratorium imposed until year 20 (the ‘we’ve done our bit’
argument)?
It is accepted that the answers to these questions would not be binding on either WODC or
the PC, but they may help to inform future policy.

1.3 Conclusion
Whilst a broad range of opinions were voiced, nobody advocated either the abolition or
adjustment of the existing Conservation Area and most respondents were in favour of
preserving open spaces. There was no support for large scale development (5-9 houses) but
there was very little outright opposition to development especially when framed as affordable
housing. Discussion seemed to focus on scale, location and architecture. In summary, the
residents of Churchill and Sarsden show a level of awareness and concern to justify the
completion of a formal Conservation Area Character Appraisal.

1.4 Recommendations
PC are asked to agree that:
•
•
•

Enough interest exists amongst residents to justify the production of a Conservation
Area Character Appraisal for Churchill;
The Task & Finish Group conduct further research to answer the three identified
questions;2
The Task & Finish Group create a draft Character Appraisal structure and summarise
the section content for approval by PC and WODC;

PC are asked to note:
•
•

The general strength and focus of opinion amongst residents;
That the Task & Finish Group may require specialist assistance to complete the
Character Appraisal.

PC are asked to:
•
•

2

accept the findings of this report as an accurate representation and analysis of the
Summer Survey conducted in July 2018;
give direction on what should be published on the Conserve Churchill website.

This may take the form of a second survey, follow-up interviews with the respondents from this survey, or both.
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RESULTS

2.1 Question 1

Table 1 Ranking of issues presented in Question 1
Issue/Ranking

1

2

3

4

5

6

Total

Score

9.38%
(n=6)

7.81%
(n=5)

0.00%
(n=0)

0.00%
(n=0)

64

5.38

3.28%
(n=2)

16.39%
(n=10)

47.54%
(n=29)

26.23%
(n=16)

61

2.16

9.68%
(n=6)

25.81%
(n=16)

29.03%
(n=18)

20.97%
(n=13)

12.90%
(n=8)

62

3.03

19.05% 39.68%
(n=12) (n=25)

25.40%
(n=16)

12.70%
(n=8)

3.17%
(n=2)

0.00%
(n=0)

63

4.59

17.74% 20.97%
(n=11) (n=13)

27.42%
(n=17)

14.52%
(n=9)

16.13%
(n=10)

3.23%
(n=2)

62

4

0.00%
(n=0)

8.06%
(n=5)

19.35%
(n=12)

12.90%
(n=8)

58.06%
(n=36)

62

1.82

Answered

64

Skipped

0

Inappropriate new 62.50% 20.31%
development
(n=40) (n=13)
Inappropriate
street furniture,
0.00% 6.56%
highway clutter
(n=0)
(n=4)
and signage
Condition and
maintenance of
historic buildings
and village
amenities
Loss of significant
open spaces and
views
Traffic volume,
heavy vehicles and
speed
Poor sense of
entrance/arrival
into the
Conservation Area

1.61%
(n=1)

1.61%
(n=1)

2.1.1 Analysis
Question 1 had the highest level of engagement (n=64, 100% of respondents) of all seven
questions in the survey, and revealed several important points.
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The greatest emphasis was placed on ‘inappropriate new development’ with 62.5% (n=40) of
respondents rating the issue as the most important issue facing Churchill. It is notable that
none of the 64 respondents rated this issue lower than 4. In isolation, however, the question
does not reveal the respondent’s definition of ‘inappropriate’.
The second most important issue was the ‘loss of significant open spaces and views’ which
scored only 0.79 points (4.59) less than ‘inappropriate new development’.
The third most important issue was that of ‘traffic volume, heavy vehicles and speed’ (4.0
points) which is arguably more about safety considerations than aesthetics.
No respondents felt that either the issue of ‘inappropriate street furniture, highway clutter
and signage’ or a ‘poor sense of entrance/arrival into the conservation area’ were the
primary issue, and both issues ended up at the bottom of the list. Independent research
(Bryman, 2016) has shown that some respondents only sort lists according to their top two
or three priorities, therefore it should be noted that the latter issue was already at the bottom
of the list and may simply have remained there.
It must be noted that ranking questions do not capture the strength of feeling behind each
rating, nor the relative difference between the items. In other words, it could be that the
respondent does not care very much for any issue, or that there might be a
disproportionately large separation of importance between items with the first mattering a
great deal but the remainder not at all (Bryman, 2016).

2.2 Question 2

Table 2 Summary of responses to Question 2 with duplicate and null responses removed
"Are there any other issues that we missed?"
Ser

Comment

Theme

20 mile an hour limit in village, or gates/indented pavement at entrance to
slow down traffic and sign at entrance to link village with Smith and /or
Hastings

Traffic; speed; heritage

1
2

Good transport to Chippy.

Transport

4

Availability of community amenities such as the village hall, play areas and
the pub

Amenities

5

there is a lack of small-scale, low-cost housing in Churchill
Light pollution, NOISE!

7

10
11

Heavy farm and building vehicles are totally reckless in this village and
ignore residents' safety
Speed sensor light too far into village; feel it should be before you get into
village.
Lack of general understanding both of what a Conservation Area is, and
the reasoning behind Churchill’s CA designation. This should become the

4

Development; affordable
housing
Light pollution; noise
pollution; speed; farm
traffic
Speed; traffic
Development

12

default yardstick against which planning proposals are judged by the
general public, residents and planning authorities.
a. Modern building techniques/materials/styles drifting away from the local
vernacular on some more recent developments so degrading the overall
feel. i.e. design quality within the local context - which are very poorly
controlled within the existing planning structures.
b. The assumption that the majority will find employment away from the
village by not encouraging the development/retention of workspaces as
opposed to more housing.

Development;
infrastructure

13

All are important. Safety for pedestrians and cyclists is a concern.

Traffic; speed; safety

14

Inappropriate and intrusive commercial development which impact on the
peace and tranquility of the village, without regard for residents

Development; noise
pollution

16

I am very concerned about the use of an agricultural field as an
entertainment site, with no consultation from the village and potential
increased noise and traffic

Noise pollution; traffic;
consultation

18

Loss of tranquility i.e. noise pollution (events)

Noise pollution

Maintaining the village community and spirit.
We would not like an influx of second home owners.
Parking -- there are times (especially in the Summer, but throughout the
year) when the centre of the village looks like little more than a car park. In
addition, the parking is very often illegal, and frequently dangerous.

Community; outsiders

2. Parking, especially on Kingham road, Junction Road and Hastings Hill.
3 Damage to verges (Public and Private)
Inconsiderate parking, lack of public transport, storm flooding as green
areas are built on.

Parking; environment

19
20
23
25
27

Parking; safety

Parking; infrastructure;
environment
Development;
architecture
Community; traffic;
speed

Aesthetic of some new developments
Bonfires at inappropriate times/wind direction

28
Speed of traffic entering and leaving the village
30

Community amenities such as the pub, and the need for a village shop

Amenities

The bend on the road into Churchill from Chipping Norton is quite
dangerous and maybe a curved mirror positioned so that drivers can see
on-coming vehicles before turning down Hastings Hill would be useful.

Traffic; safety

34

2.2.1 Thematic Analysis
Many respondents did not answer this question, suggesting that that the list at Question 1
successfully captured the main themes. Speed and traffic problems are the leading causes
for concern with many comments focusing on the style and extent of existing and planned
developments. Responses also focused on safety and infrastructure issues (including the
lack of employment opportunities within the village), with community and environmental (as
distinct from natural habitat) concerns dominating the remainder. Concerns over current
levels of noise and light pollution were raised by three respondents.

2.3 Question 3
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Table 3 Summary of responses to Question 3 with duplicate and null responses removed
"What improvements could be made to enhance the special character or appearance of
Churchill and its setting (such as lighting, street furniture, trees, landscaping, development)?
Comment

Theme

More indigenous trees particularly in the hedgerows in the entrances to the
village. Character of a village is made up by its inhabitants - a cricket club?
football club?
Infill housing not in keeping with other properties in vicinity. Landscaping
needs improving around cleaned War Memorial. Perhaps some bushes
around Fountain. At entrances to village, could we not have planting or
large tubs in front of Churchill signs? William Smith Close road sign looks
like a town sign, and it's faded and bent.

Environment; community

Other than matters of health and safety (pavements, lighting etc) nothing
needs to change

Safety; infrastructure

More trees, especially flowering varieties. Adopt a tree scheme for
residents on verges. Spring bulbs on verges, many have disappeared in
20 years, adopt a verge scheme?

Community;
environment

New builds and any alterations to existing buildings must be in the
character of the village
It's lovely as it is so doesn't need enhancing, just make sure it's not spoilt
(eg, by planting inappropriate Christmas tree in inappropriate location)

Architecture

7

Less infill in the middle of the village, especially around the church at
Junction Road.

Development

8

New developments should not cause specific light or noise pollution in the
village on a regular basis.

Development;
environment; light
pollution; noise pollution

9

Maintaining play equipment (i.e. basketball hoop)

Community; amenities

10

no improvements required

11

Overall the maintenance of the public green spaces is done to a
commendable high standard and the annual litter pick is a good addition to
the presentation of the village. Maybe signage for the village could 'shout'
both its pride in, and its commitment to protecting the AONB status.

12

Please no URBAN street lighting and we think we have enough trees. A
village shop would be nice but unlikely to be profitable.

13

Trees, landscaping, planting and repairs of potholes.

14

An increased AWARENESS that this village IS in a conservation area and
an area of outstanding natural beauty. More TALKS and information.

Ser.
1

2

3

4
5
6

Architecture;
environment; community

Environment

Community;
environment

Infrastructure;
environment; light
pollution; amenities
Infrastructure;
environment
Environment

- Continued maintenance of verges and footpaths
- further prevention methods to stop people parking/driving onto the village
green without permission.
- unfortunately more dog poo signs as D'Arcy Dalton Way is becoming a
minefield.
• Reduce street lighting & street furniture/clutter
• Bury power & BT lines
• Plant the next generation of trees on green

Environment; parking

18

I feel lighting is adequate, maybe a few more benches around the village.

Amenities

19

None -- best left as it is building-wise, but traffic speed should be more
controlled.

Traffic; speed

22

Leave it as it is.

Status quo

24

1. Affordable housing laid out in the characteristic linear fashion (i.e.no
estate 'clumping') would serve to maintain the balance of old and young so
vital to maintaining the social structure of the village (but balanced with an

Planning; development;
community;

15

17

6

Environment; light
pollution; infrastructure

uplift to the infrastructure such as transport and schooling).
2. Establish and maintain viable foot/cycle paths to Kingham and Chipping
Norton.
3. More effective speed control into and through the village (we all do it
unconsciously sometimes).
4. A bypass route to keep the farm vehicles out of the village.

infrastructure; speed;
traffic; farm traffic

Control of on street parking to minimise damage/removal/erosion of
verges. To be achieved without yellow lines (somehow).
1. Possible improved access for walkers and visitors?
2. Reduce speed of traffic.

Parking; environment

27

Village 'gates' at entrances to the village

Community; traffic

29

Minimise development or at least ensure it is in keeping with existing
buildings

Development;
architecture

I am concerned about potential urbanisation of entrance to Churchill from
proposed development on Junction Road
Keeping everything we have well maintained, tidy and clean, and in
keeping with our 'area of outstanding natural beauty'. All that we do should
enhance that status.

Development;
environment
Community;
environment

Although having rated poor sense of entrance/arrival into the conservation
area as 5, I think gateway features on roads leading into and out of the
village would enhance the conservation area and help to reduce traffic
speeds.
I think the village has got it about right. We don't want the village to
become to urbanised. Any development has to be in keeping with the local
vernacular. Restrict the amount of houses built in the village in future.

Community; traffic;
speed; environment

Reduce speed limit through the village to 20 mph
Provide more village parking
Improve Kerb sides
By definition, the special character of a place is usually best maintained by
not changing it. Aside from whatever needs to be done to reduce the
traffic (including parking) problem, we should be working to prevent
developments that create disturbance -- especially noise at night -- for
residents.

Speed; traffic; parking

Absolutely NO more new developments - we're a fairy tale, Cotswold
Village, and NOT a suburb to any big town! Once this is agreed upon, then
all the other matters (lighting, street furniture etc.) can be tackled. Makes
sense!!!! NOT before!!!!!
1 Repair of road surfaces, especially Chipping Norton Road and Hastings
Hill.
Repair of verges, especially Sidings Road.

Development;
environment; light
pollution; status quo

Improvement on land surrounding bus stop. i.e. landscaping trees plants
etc.
Many vehicles hit the village at speed - often travelling at speeds well over
30 mph on entering the village from C/N road, Kingham road and road out
to the station (Junction Road?). I would like to see something implemented
- measures taken - to curb this.

Environment

Signage requesting people to respect the speed limit at entrances and into
village and to thank them at exit. New tree on green to replace the Xmas
tree which died.
Maintenance of the speed restriction signs. The electronic flashing sign by
the war memorial has not worked for over 2 years.
HGV restrictions - 16 wheelers are not appropriate for a village B road.
They enter the village at speed and our entire (Grade II listed) house
shakes.
Attractive village signs on the entrance to the village. With flowers.

Speed; traffic;
community

45

shame that trees have been cut down. Also inappropriate tarmacing of
village paths at road side in conjunction with new developments

Environment

48

New builds and any alterations to existing buildings must be in the
character of the village

Development;
architecture

25
26

30
31

34

35

36

37

38

40
41

42

43

44
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Amenities; traffic; speed

Status quo;
development;
architecture

Status quo; traffic;
parking; environment;
noise pollution

Infrastructure

Speed; traffic

Speed; traffic;
environment

49

Better car parking for the community and visitors. Public awareness of the
conservation area. More appropriate street lighting (replace sodium yellow
lighting with daylight LED and limit/reduce light pollution)

Parking; community;
infrastructure; light
pollution

51

Traffic calming

Traffic; speed

52

Improve maintenance of roadside kerbs, removal of weed growth etc.
Provision of more parking areas for Village Hall activities, Church and Pub.
Clearance of leaves from paths in Autumn and Winter. Updated notice
boards.

Environment;
infrastructure

53

More trees, less dense housing developments.

56

Greater awareness of entering the village via an improved sign, which
would help alert drivers to reducing their speed. Perhaps white five bar
gates on each side of the road with the name of the village on them?

Speed; traffic;
community

57

I can't think of anything, it's fine as it is.

Status quo

Environment;
development

2.3.1 Thematic Analysis
This question attracted a wide spectrum of responses including five appeals for a ‘status
quo’. The quality of the village environment is a major theme with concerns ranging from the
effect of continued development to the impact of vehicles on the quality of life. An emerging
idea is that of marking the entrance to the village with gates and attractive signage with the
intention of reducing traffic speed into and through the village. Noise and light pollution
featured in five comments and is negatively associated with ‘urbanisation’ and development.
The use of BLOCK CAPITALS (reproduced verbatim) indicates strong feelings in this and
other questions.

2.4 Question 4

Table 4 Summary of responses to Question 4 with duplicate and null responses removed
"What is important to you about the setting and conservation area of Churchill?"
Comment

Theme
Environment; landscape;
views; development;
community; outsiders

2

Retaining its individuality - it is not one of the Cotswolds hotspots for
tourists - so keeping it as a quiet working village with beautiful surrounding
countryside is important. Particularly its views from outlying vantage points
such as Sarsden and Sweetings lane . . . and any development should
only attract people who want to be involved in proper old fashioned village
life.
That it still looks like a small village and not a split village like Kingham - an
old part and a new part.
That it remains a village and not a recreational environment for the well-off
(Soho etc)

Outsiders

3

Ser.

1

8

Architecture;
development

4

Classic Cotswold village appearance, small size, green fields between
Kingham and Churchill, open views from hilltop position, all the historic
buildings and monuments including Wm Smith memorial and/or memorial.
Trees on the green and the church and church bells.

Environment; landscape;
views

It has an unspoilt character with large green areas and a village
community completely separated from Chipping Norton
Open space, peace and quiet, church, heritage centre, cemetery, and the
people who live here and help to preserve our beautiful environment

Environment; community

Beautiful village AOB setting Architecture - stone, roofs, its Cotswold
character
That our environment should remain based around farming/agricultural
activities (with the exception of extremely large farm equipment speeding
through the village).

Environment; landscape;
architecture
Culture; farm traffic;
speed; safety

9

Retaining the Cotswold character and village atmosphere

Architecture; community

That it is a vibrant and living village with a wide variety of people and ages
living in it. It is important that whilst we conserve the beauty of the village
we also enable the village to thrive and grow

Community

10

To date all development within the village has been 'in filling' any ribbon
development would spoil the compact nature of the village perched as it is
on the top of a hill. The views both to and from the playground are to be
treasured.
It must remain essentially a village and the byword for all considerations
should be RURAL! Affordable housing for younger people or the village will
go to sleep!

Development; planning;
landscape; views

13

Maintaining feel of the green and open spaces and character of the village.

Environment; landscape

14

Peaceful surroundings with country walks and footpaths. Protection for
swifts and swallows and house martins. Reduce the hours of street lighting
to encourage the bats and barn owls. Stop spraying everything with weed
killer.

Environment; landscape;
natural habitat; light
pollution; noise pollution

- Houses/developments in keeping with the character of the village

Development; amenities;
landscape

5
6
7
8

11

12

15

Environment; noise
pollution; community

Environment;
community; affordable
housing

- Easy access to footpaths to enjoy the open countryside
- Feeling of space and countryside/open spaces. Maintain openness of
village green + D'Arcy Dalton Way.

16

Keeping it as a rural settlement

Environment

17

Sense of it being a rural village, not a town suburb — open spaces, wilder
areas, connection with surrounding landscape.

Environment; landscape

18

The tranquility and sense of ruralness although still being close to
'civilisation'.

Environment; noise
pollution

19

Views across the valleys, particularly those out by Humphrey Repton.

20

The footpath in and around the village and the village green. The variety of
features in the landscape: strip lynchets [?], brooks, parkland, woods. The
compactness of the village.

22

Peaceful, open spaces, walks, historic buildings

24

First, it is about the quality of life that the Conservation Area has helped
preserve. The most important thing that Churchill offers me is privacy. If I
wished to suffer from noise and light pollution, or be overlooked by
strangers in a row of other houses I would still be living in a town or city.
Here I am surrounded by people that I know, and I can set off out of the
back gate straight into the glorious landscape that lies outside the village
whenever I (or the dog) feel like it. However, being human, I only realise
that these things are important when their future is threatened. I have lived
in some pretty unsavoury built-up areas, and I recognise that I found their
antidote here.
Second, it is about the intrinsic beauty of the surroundings and the way

9

Landscape; views;
heritage
Amenities; environment

Environment; landscape;
heritage
Environment; light
pollution; noise pollution;
community;
development;
landscape; views;
architecture

that Churchill is a natural part of them. This village has some spectacular
sight lines (both in and out of the village) that juxtapose traditional
Cotswold architecture (visible in even the pre-War Council properties) with
distant views of hills, fields and other villages. In this sense, I would define
Q1's 'inappropriate development' as that which disrupts or destroys those
views. Once gone, they will never be regained.
25

26

Its modest size and defined boundaries offering a human scale place to
live. Access around the village via footpaths/cycle being genuinely good.
The buildings whilst varied have a visible theme, largely due to the
materials (limestone etc.) used so creating the local vernacular.

Community; amenities;
architecture

The setting and conservation area of Churchill is a perfect example of what
makes the Cotswolds AONB so special.
1. Views from outside looking into the village
The views of the village show the church and settlement situated in an
area of gently rolling hills. Whilst the village appears to be on the hill it is
surrounded by further rolling hills and villages beyond so that it is situated
in the landscape and not above it. From Besbury Lane in the north east,
the view of the village is spectacular. The walker is able to look down on
the village across open fields and the settlement clearly nestles into the
landscape. The church tower sits well below the horizon line and this gives
the impression of the village being part of the landscape and not just
superimposed upon it. (photos available)
2. The circular walks
The beautiful circular walks around Churchill contribute to making the
village very special. Visitors are treated to wonderful open views
punctuated with natural features which restrict and then reveal the view of
the landscape. The view to the church tower creates a constant orientation
point and focal point to draw the eye and appreciate the AONB. Perhaps
more could be done to mark the footpaths and encourage and enable
more walkers and visitors to have access to them?
3. The history and cultural heritage of Churchill – Repton
“2018 marks the 200th anniversary of the death of Humphry Repton,
(1752-1818). He is one of Britain’s best-loved landscape designers and a
successor to Capability Brown. Repton helped shape landscapes where
the barriers between gardens and parks were broken down; estates that
combine the polished look of ‘Capability’ Brown with the more naturalistic
and dramatic landscapes of the Picturesque Movement.” He uniquely
presented his designs in a portfolio ‘Red Book’ which gave the artist’s
impressions of the finished work. (http://nationaltrust.org.uk). Unlike
Capability Brown (who would have surrounded a park estate with a
continuous perimeter belt) Repton cut vistas through to ‘borrowed’ items
such as church towers, making them seem part of the designed
landscape. His work was to link the garden and buildings to the landscape
beyond.

Landscape; views;
heritage

The landscape of Churchill and Sarsden has particular historic significance
because of the connection with Repton. The Sarsden Estate and
associated Sarsden Glebe are an example of the work and influence of
Humphry Repton and his son George Stanley Repton who designed
Sarsden Glebe overlooking the Sars Brook
(http://historicengland.org.uk/listing/the-list/list-entry/1000503).
Further details — There is lots of information available online highlighting
the significance of this historical landscape – and hence the views in and
out of the area. The park for the Sarsden House estate were designed by
Humphry Repton ca.1795 for John Haughton Langston. The landscape
was laid out with the aid, during the early C19th, of his son and architect
George Stanley Repton. George Repton also designed the Rectory for
Sarsden Glebe. Historic England reports that The Glebe’s grounds were
probably laid out by William Smith (the local surveyor who was
subsequently influential in establishing the science of geology). The Sars
Brook forms the north-west boundary of the Sarsden Estate so the
connecting views north and east across the Sars valley are important parts
of the overall design.
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Landscape; views;
architecture;
development;
environment

27

Pleasant vistas, harmonious buildings, no sprawling developments,
pleasant green spaces
Peaceful environment

29

The views and the level of new planning applications for new building.
There should be strict laws that reduce the number of new buildings whilst
allowing existing buildings to be renovated and extended, where
necessary, in keeping with the original look and feel of the buildings.

Landscape; views;
development;
architecture

30

Beautiful hillside views from all sides of the village within walking distance
of the village centre. The fact that the village is compact with no stretching
development in any direction

Landscape; views;
development

31

Maintaining peace & beauty with a strong community spirit where we all
take pride and responsibility for our surroundings.

Community;
environment; noise
pollution

32

Retaining the Cotswold character and village atmosphere

Community;
environment

33

That our environment should remain based around farming/agricultural
activities (with the exception of extremely large farm equipment speeding
through the village).

34

Ensuring the tranquility of this idyllic village is not spoilt and that any new
development is in keeping with the conservation area.

35

It is a beautiful village in the Cotswolds. The Church, fountain, green and
memorials are all part of its history. The views are spectacular and should
be protected for future generations to enjoy.

Landscape; heritage;
views; community

36

Maintaining the link between the AONB into the Conservation area. Some
of the village’s most beautiful views are on footpaths in and around the
village.
Take away that fringe area and we could lose our bond to the Cotswold
landscape beyond (views, wildlife and habitat).

Environment; views;
landscape; natural
habitat

37

The fast-disappearing tranquility.

Culture; environment;
farm traffic; speed
Environment; noise
pollution; development;
architecture

Environment; noise
pollution

We are just a lovely Cotswold village, set in gorgeous surrounding
countryside - YES - it is SO important to me to retain all of it in its present
very agreeable situation because once it has gone, then it's gone forever.
Churchill's setting is unique and beautiful I covet this and the fact that it's
just there on our doorsteps for all of us to benefit from - wonderful. The
same goes for Churchill's conservation area in all its beauty - I will fight
tooth and nail to keep it so - quite beautiful.
Beautiful village
AONB setting
Architecture - stone, roofs, its Cotswold character

Environment; landscape

40

1 It's a village! Not every village has to be developed into a bigger one or
town.
2 Apart from the recent developments in Sidings Road, there is a
consistent and special character to the housing.

Development;
architecture

41

The village green and church.

38

39

42

43

Architecture;
environment; landscape

Amenities; heritage;
architecture

Village well maintained, lovely green open spaces and good air quality.
Attractive Cotswold buildings and low volume of traffic contribute to the
appeal of our village. Diversity of wildlife on our doorstep:- grass snakes,
hedgehogs, bats and woodpeckers spotted in our garden thanks to the
wild natural habitat behind us.
The current views across the countryside throughout the village and from
Sarsden. Accessability to footpaths.

44

Peace and quiet, views and walks. Attractive architecture.

45

views and historic houses. village green

46

Its green open spaces and access to the countryside
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Environment;
architecture; traffic;
natural habitat

Landscape; views;
amenities
Environment; amenities;
views; landscape;
architecture
Landscape; views;
heritage; amenities
Amenities; landscape

47

Open space, peace and quiet, church, heritage centre, cemetery, and the
people who live here and help to preserve our beautiful environment

48

Its beauty as a traditional Cotswold village

49

It has an unspoilt character with large green areas and a village
community completely separated from Chipping Norton

Landscape; heritage;
environment
Architecture;
environment; heritage
Architecture; landscape;
community

Village setting in the landscape and associated views into and out from the
village. Key landmarks such as the church, heritage centre and
monuments/listed buildings.
Classic Cotswold village appearance, small size, green fields between
Kingham and Churchill, open views from hilltop position, all the historic
buildings and monuments including Wm Smith memorial and/or memorial.
Trees on the green and the church and church bells.

Landscape; views;
heritage

52

Not allowing unsympathetic new developments

Development

53

Retaining the pastoral views to and from the village. No additional street
lighting to spoil the rural ambience. Likewise highway cutter and signage

Landscape; views;
environment; light
pollution

50

51

54

55

57

58
59

61

Architecture; views;
landscape; heritage

The relationship between setting character. A sense of organic growth
rather than large blocks. Maintenance of rural character not a suburban
look
There is an immediate sense of the village's history and its story as an
estate village. The fountain, the church, the old church, village hall and
William Smith monument all illustrate the heritage of the community...

Environment;
development

The setting is enhanced by all the grass cutting – o the green, verges etc.
Well done to those who mow the grass in the Churchyard — is there space
for an area of wild flowers?
It is a beautiful village which offers the qualities and character of a
Cotswold village, which many other villages don't have. The views are
astounding and must be protected for generations to come.

Environment; natural
habitat

Views and footpaths in the area. Retaining the character of the village and
its mix of friendly people.
Retaining its individuality - it is not one of the Cotswolds hotspots for
tourists - so keeping it as a quiet working village with beautiful surrounding
countryside is important. Particularly its views from outlying vantage
points such as Sarsden and Sweetings lane . . . and any development
should only attract people who want to be involved in proper old fashioned
village life.

Landscape; views;
community
Community; views;
landscape

Heritage

Landscape; views;
architecture

2.4.1 Thematic Analysis
Question 4 was the most popular freestyle question with over 60 responses. A strong theme
that emerged was the relationship of people (both residents and visitors) to the natural
surroundings in terms of preserving footpaths, views and general tranquillity. A lengthy and
well-researched note concerning Repton’s work on the Sarsden Estate offered by one of the
village’s newest arrivals makes the point that the village can in many respects be considered
to sit within the landscape rather than on it. Overall, the responses to this question indicate
that the village character and the landscape are inextricably linked in the minds of the
residents.
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2.5 Question 5

Table 5 Ranking of issues presented in Question 5
Issue/Ranking

1

2

3

4

5

6

Total

Score

Quality and
22.58% 14.52%
distinctiveness of
(n=14) (n=9)
built environment
Architecture and
3.23% 24.19%
setting of All Saints
(n=2) (n=15)
Church

22.58%
(n=14)

12.90%
(n=8)

12.90%
(n=8)

14.52%
(n=9)

62

3.77

8.06%
(n=5)

22.58%
(n=14)

37.10%
(n=23)

4.84%
(n=3)

62

3.19

Distinctive
architecture of
buildings of
historical interest

3.23%
(n=2)

19.35%
(n=12)

38.71%
(n=24)

17.74%
(n=11)

14.52%
(n=9)

62

2.98

53.97% 19.05%
(n=34) (n=12)

22.22%
(n=14)

4.76%
(n=3)

0.00%
(n=0)

0.00%
(n=0)

63

5.22

9.68% 37.10%
(n=6) (n=23)

16.13%
(n=10)

9.68%
(n=6)

14.52%
(n=9)

12.90%
(n=8)

62

3.79

4.92%
(n=3)

13.11%
(n=8)

9.84%
(n=6)

16.39%
(n=10)

52.46%
(n=32)

61

2.13

Answered

63

Skipped

1

Key open spaces
(village green,
cemetery, church
yard, D’Arcy
Dalton Way)
Footpath
accessibility and
views into and out
of the
Conservation Area
Distinctive pattern
of the village

6.45%
(n=4)

3.28%
(n=2)

2.5.1 Analysis
In common with Question 1, Question 5 attracted a high number of responses (n=63) with
only one respondent choosing not to complete the question.
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The issue most important to respondents was that of the open spaces within and
surrounding Churchill which scored 5.22 (1.43 points ahead of the second most important
issue; n=34). It is notable that whilst all other issues were placed by at least two respondents
in each of the six possible positions, no respondent rated the open space issue lower than
fourth place.
The second most important issue was the footpath accessibility into and out of the CA
achieving a score of 3.79. This was principally due to the number of respondents who chose
to rate it as second (n=23).
The third most important issue was the quality and distinctiveness of the built environment
which, whilst it was placed third by only 0.02 points, revealed the most even spread of
ratings of all issues.
In sixth place, the least important issue was the pattern of the village which scored only 2.13
points.
It should be remembered that the nature of the question only shows the overall order of
importance; it does not reveal the strength of feeling for each issue. In other words, this
survey does not reveal the strength of the respondents’ concerns.

2.6 Question 6

Table 6 Summary of responses to Question 6 with duplicate and null responses removed
Theme

Ser. Comment
1
3
4

7

8
10
15
16

Car parking: Why was pub allowed to remove its car park? Cars park on
pavements and grass verges - pedestrians have to use roads. Extend
Village Hall car park for general use.
The pub is also very important, vital to the community and the village, an
important amenity. Change of use should not be permitted.

Parking

New Housing -- needs to be mixed (with some smaller properties) and
affordable (to encourage younger, local families). Weekenders buying up the
village contribute little to our local environment.
With no school, the public amenities; the pub, village hall and playground all
play an important part of engendering the all-important community feel that
the village is rightly proud of. The village events committee also need credit
for this with the success of the car show and its various spin offs.

Development; affordable
housing; outsiders

Future housing should concentrate on individual in-filling or new
developments of max 5 houses preferably all individual (not estate)
Important to give emphasis to Sarsden which is part of the Churchill
environment and very precious to the whole.

Development

Views in and out of the CA (partially dealt with in Open Spaces, but the onerow deep housing creates its own contrasts), as well as the lack of noise and
light pollution.
All are important. Please note key open spaces on all parts of the village —
thank you.

Landscape; views;
environment

14

Amenities

Amenities; community

Landscape

Landscape; environment

17

Maintenance of footpaths

Amenities

19

need to preserve easy walking access to open spaces

Amenities; landscape
Community; amenities

20

An important part of the Churchill is the community and so it is important to
protect and support assets such as the Village Hall and local pub. These can
be registered as ACV's (Asset of community value). This is probably more
applicable to the Chequers.

21

Sense of community.

Community

Promote dark skies and tranquil setting

Environment; natural
habitat; light pollution

22

Protect the diverse wildlife on the village fringe which enhance our
Conservation Area

26

Good list!
Present lack of bus service. Does not affect me at present but may in the
future. The ability to drive at present is most important to enable one to live
comfortable here.

Transport

27
30

Traffic calming measures in and out of the village on all roads

Traffic; speed

32

The pub

Amenities

33

Village developments should enhance the built environment and community
while not detracting from its setting in the landscape.

Development;
environment; landscape

The pub is also very important, vital to the community and the village, an
important amenity. Change of use should not be permitted.
The impact of the Churchill Heritage Centre and its role in highlighting the
heritage of the village.

Amenities; community

34
36
38
39

Heritage

All the above are important and difficult to set apart, however the setting of
Landscape; views;
the village and the views across open spaces are vital
Farm vehicles from Kingham Hill Farm. They drive up Hastings Hill at an
Farm traffic; speed
alarming rate. Size can also be a problem. Could we get some form of speed
restriction for tractors and farm equipment.

2.6.1 Thematic Analysis
Question 6 was the ‘sweep up’ question that followed Question 5 and, in common with
Question 2, attracted fewer responses than the independent questions. Despite scoring
highly in the previous question, the continued dominance of the environment and landscape
themes is notable. However, there were a significant number of comments on the
community theme including in many cases a gentle bias toward affordable housing for young
families, seen as the future of the village community, versus second home owners who were
thought to ‘contribute little’. Comments on amenities (for example schools and transport)
showed evidence of second-order thinking in relation to maintaining the viability of village
living for the young and old.

2.7 Question 7
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Table 7 Summary of responses to Question 7
Ser. Comment

Theme

1 Village is looking untidy. Could we employ a Lengthsman (like Kingham) to
keep village tidy, look after any planting, tidy noticeboards, etc etc? Parish
Council used to do this. Could heavy vehicles be diverted along main Aroads. Reduce number of second-home owners - bins often left out, gardens
not always tidy.
2 There should be more thought given before allowing existing ridge heights
being allowed to quadruple i.e turning bungalows into two story houses.
Thus altering everybody's aspect. Any extension should look like the existing
building and not an "add on".

Environment; traffic;
outsiders

Development; planning;
architecture

3 Footpath/cycle path to Chipping Norton would keep pedestrians and cyclists Amenities; environment;
safer. Consider a Churchill in Bloom scheme for the spring/ summer. Maybe community
the many clubs within the village could each adopt an area and compete?
4 As well as fabric and environment, people in the area play an essential role
Environment; community
in protecting and maintaining Churchill's quality of life, whucg is probabky
what it's all about. Hopefully this survey will help us all think more about what
we have and how we can contribute.
5 It is important that the quality and beauty of the village is maintained, but
also that there is more affordable housing for young people who bring life
and skills to the village.
6 We feel that for the village to survive and thrive it will need to evolve -change
in essence; it shouldn't be set in aspic. We need to be more balanced when
considering development proposals. What can we offer our young people for
example.

Environment; affordable
housing; community

7 There is little wrong with Churchill as it now is but inevitably there will have
to be some future development. Houses should be Cotswold stone
(minimum use please of cladding and rendering). Do not like the term
(Conservation Area) rather snobbish and nothing is forever.
8 No silly campsites please!

Development; planning

9 If we do NOT understand the importance of our Conservation area - all of us
living here - we cannot expect outsiders to understand. We really need to
concentrate on environmental issues NOW, before we lose what we take for
granted.

Environment

Development; planning;
community

Planning

10 - Specifically concerned about "infill" in the village as feel this would change
the feeling of the village. The village is currently one of a nice balance
between buildings and countryside/views.

Development;
environment; landscape;
views

11 Residents should keep their own frontages tidy and litter free.

Environment

12 The village needs to be sustained through young families living here — any
new housing needs to be targeted at family market, not lux 'executive'
homes for weekend visitors.

Community;
development; outsiders

13 Although in Q1 I put traffic volume etc as least important I would like to see
something done about the speed of traffic through the village particularly
Kingham Road (where I live). More particularly traffic entering into Churchill
coming up the hill from Kingham.
14 The restoration of ‘Lovers Lane’, an historic amenity for the village which
would also contribute to pedestrian safety. At the top end there is an
entrance between monumental large stones [?] (behind the wooden bench)
by the church. At the lower end near the bridge there is a large stone bench.

Speed

16 Churchill is currently made up of a happy balance of retired and working
households, but it is plain to me that many villagers are uneasy about its
future. One only needs to listen to the often heated exchanges at public
meetings or read the emotional letters written about development to
understand that this community feels threatened by commercial developers
and bureaucratic authorities, neither of which has to live with the
consequences of their actions. In my opinion, each application, and each
relaxation of planning rules, weakens the notion that concepts such as CAs
can continue to conserve the delicate balance between the natural and man-

Community;
development; planning;
landscape
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Heritage

made features of this area of outstanding natural beauty. A clear statement
of what makes Churchill worth conserving may be the best we can hope for.
17 Thanks for your work and for asking for views. Yes, I would like the
opportunity to discuss this please.
18 Thank you for doing this. Much appreciated.
Important to have a 360 degree understanding of the consecration area - not
just from one direction or viewpoint.
20 We have recently moved to Churchill in October last year and were very
concerned about possible development on the 'Field of Dreams'. Had that
application been made when we were looking to move it may well have
affected our decision.
21 I think that the area around Kingham Road has been/is being
overdeveloped. The traffic has increased significantly. Increasing
development in Kingham village, Kingham Primary School and Daylesford
are all adding to the volume of speeding traffic through the village. The
protection of the fields between Hastings Hill and woodland is extremely
important.
22 I've had my say! Just NO MORE NEW DEVELOPMENTS! It would be a
catastrophe for the village if this were so. Several of my friends who live in
the village say that they wil leave the village they love and cherish [if] the
building of new developments was passed. So the Churchill reputation for
being so nice to live in would be gone, and a new unfriendly reputation
would be born. AWFUL!! AWFUL!! AWFUL!!

Planning; environment

Development; traffic;
speed; landscape

Development;
community; status quo

The distinctive pattern of the village should not even be contemplated to be
altered, or added on to. All self explanatory and comprehensible. It is so well
set out. We all know each other. This would spoil our lives beyond knowing.
Any new development SCARY.
23 It is important that the quality and beauty of the village is maintained, but
also that there is more affordable housing for young people who bring life
and skills to the village.
24 The development of individual properties (new and existing) is every bit as
important as the building of new (small) developments. For the Character
Appraisal to be effective, it has to stop the spread of rendered elevations
and white buildings. Essential to the character of Churchill is that buildings
should be largely constructed in honey-coloured stone (real or artificial)

Environment; affordable
housing; community

27 I think it is a real shame that some of the infill development does not fit with
the historic houses
30 Any new building or infil in the village should reflect the character of a
Cotswold village in design and materials and sites should not be
overdeveloped.

Architecture; planning

33 The D'Arcy Dalton Way needs to be protected and the views from the field
just off Hastings Hill looking towards Kingham Hill, Stow etc are sacrosanct
and must be protected. We must protect the village from further
developments that would destroy this.
34 Over the last 12 months or so, the number of dogs and associated barking
has become a problem for me.

Landscape; development

Development; planning;
environment; architecture

Planning; environment;
development

Community; noise

2.7.1 Thematic Analysis
The final question did not produce as many responses as anticipated by the research team,
but was notable for the return to the themes of planning, development and the general living
environment. Discussion revealed a preference for young families in affordable housing
rather than second home owners (although the respondent who called for a reduction in this
latter group was notably silent on their preferred method of achieving this outcome). The
phrasing and presentation (BLOCK CAPITALS) of some responses provides more evidence
of strongly held feelings.
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3

SURVEY DESIGN & METHODOLOGY

3.1 Survey Questions
The survey consisted of seven questions (Table 8) that were made available in both printed
and online formats. The survey ran between 12-31 July 2018.
Table 8 Survey questions
No.

Question

Rationale

n

1.

What do you think are the most important
issues facing Churchill, its Conservation
Area and setting? Please number the
following in order of importance (1 being
most important, 6 being least important):
•
Inappropriate new development
•
Inappropriate street furniture,
highway clutter and signage
•
Condition and maintenance of
historic buildings and village
amenities
•
Loss of significant open spaces
and views
•
Traffic volume, heavy vehicles and
speed
•
Poor sense of entrance/arrival into
the Conservation Area

The CC group discussed a number of known
issues voiced by villagers and decided to build
the first question around three themes: new
development, existing village infrastructure and
the environment. Each option deliberately
contained emotive language (‘inappropriate’,
‘historic’, ‘loss’, ‘speed’ and ‘poor’) in order to
engage the respondent at a personal level. The
respondent was asked to sort the six issues into
their order of preference. Although some
respondents consider their responses carefully,
this type of task tends to reveal the three most
important and the one least important issues.

64

2.

Are there any other issues we missed?

An option to nominate other issues was included
in order to capture a more complete response.

24

3.

What improvements could be made to
enhance the special character or
appearance of Churchill and its setting
(such as lighting, street furniture, trees,
landscaping, development)?

This question prompted the respondent to think
in some detail about positive changes that they
would like to see in a practical sense. In this
sense, the question was deliberately masculine.

56

4.

What is important to you about the setting
and conservation area of Churchill?

This question asked the respondent to think
about the wider environment but in an emotional
rather than practical sense. In this sense, the
question was deliberately feminine.

63

5.

How important to you are the following
aspects of Churchill’s Conservation Area
and its setting? Please number the following
in order of importance (1 being most
important, 6 being least important):
•
Quality and distinctiveness of built
environment
•
Architecture and setting of All
Saints Church
•
Distinctive architecture of buildings
of historical interest
•
Key open spaces (village green,
cemetery, church yard, D’Arcy
Dalton Way)
•
Footpath accessibility and views
into and out of the Conservation
Area
•
Distinctive pattern of the village

Following the two previous questions that asked
for freestyle responses, the CC group returned to
an ordered question format. The theme of this
question is about impression and used less
emotive language.

63
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6

Are there any aspects that we missed?

An option to nominate other issues was included
in order to capture a more complete response.

26

7.

If you have any further comments on
Churchill Conservation Area please write in
the space below. Please feel free to share
any local knowledge that may give us a
better understanding of Churchill.
Alternatively, please contact us and we can
come to you and help document them.

The final question simply gave the respondent
an opportunity to communicate the thoughts that
related to the issues raised in the survey.

34

Whilst the survey could be completed anonymously, respondents were able to include
contact details if they wished to allow the CC group to follow-up any ambiguous or
interesting responses.

3.1.1 Response Coding
The written responses were coded according to 5 general themes (colours) and 17 specific
themes to aid qualitative analysis. This technique allows the researcher to distil different
writing styles and response lengths in a way that gives an insight into the meta-views being
expressed by a diverse sample.
Ser. Colour General Theme

Specific Themes

1.

X

Relationship of people to physical setting

Landscape, views

2.

X

Matters of historical importance

Architecture, heritage

3.

X

Ecology and quality of surroundings

Environment, natural habitat, noise, light

4.

X

Health and safety

Safety, traffic, speed

5.

X

People-oriented

Community, affordable housing, amenities

6.

X

Civic administration matters

Planning, development, parking, transport,
infrastructure

3.2 Study Population
The most recent National Census (Office for National Statistics, no date) states that the
village of Churchill is made up of 195 households containing a total of 429 residents. No
census data has been made available for the parish of Sarsden.

3.3 Study Sample
The sample units are individual residents of Churchill and Sarsden. The survey was not only
made available online at http://www.conservechurchill.org, but a printed copy was hand
delivered to each house in the survey area meaning that all residents had an equal
probability of inclusion. The survey was reasonably well supported, attracting a total of 64
individual responses (14.9%). The number of respondents who chose to include their
contact details (n=42, 66%) was significantly higher than those who chose to remain
anonymous (n=22, 34%) meaning that the study sample is reasonably willing to be identified
and engaged.

3.4 Strengths and Limitations of the Survey
Whilst easy to administer to a geographically defined study population, unsupervised
surveys are open to a number of limitations that can reduce the reliability of their results.
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3.4.1 Strengths
3.4.1.1 Environment
Respondents were being asked questions about their own village, therefore the responses
are likely to be generally well informed about the village and the local area.
3.4.1.2 Accessibility
The survey was made accessible to every resident in terms of both delivery to individual
homes, availability of spare paper copies and the provision of an alternative online format.
3.4.1.3 Population definition
The study population is easily defined within the meaning of the survey aim. The study
population consisted of all individuals who were living in Churchill and Sarsden at the time of
the survey.

3.4.2 Limitations
3.4.2.1 Environmental Bias
Two principal environmental biases should be noted.
First, the study population consists of individuals who have either made a conscious choice
to live in the area, or are here because of family circumstances (born or moved with family).
Both circumstances increase the likelihood that individuals are emotionally invested in their
local environment, and this can invoke an emotional response to anything that threatens the
status quo (see ‘Affect Heuristic’ below).
People who object to changes in the status quo of their own environment are often given the
popular pejorative label ‘nimby’ (‘not in my back yard’ — an example of ‘representativeness’
(Kahneman, 2012, pp. 146–155)). However, it can be argued that this heuristic is unfair first
because it implies the opinion of a ‘nimby’ should somehow carry less weight, and second
because it is, in most cases, the study population and not the planning authority or
developers who have to live with (or in some cases feel forced to relocate away from) the
effect of any change. In this sense, the limitation is more likely to occur in the mind of the
observer and should be consciously resisted.
Second, the study population was surveyed at a time when four separate planning
applications affecting the villages of Churchill and Sarsden had occurred within the
preceding 24 months. This means that the sample population was ‘primed’ in the sense that
they had probably already given thought to the issues relating to specific development
proposals, and that their emotions were already ‘activated’ leading to what is known as a
‘recency’ or ‘availability’ bias (Kahneman, 2012, pp. 137–145). However, it can be argued
that recency also means that this survey has captured a very accurate and mature reflection
of their real opinions.
3.4.2.2 Response Bias
Response biases have been described as “any systematic tendency” to complete
questionnaires in a way that “interferes with accurate reports” (Paulhus, 2002, p. 49).
Response bias includes not only socially desirable responding but also the effect that nonresponses may have on survey estimates in the sense that if the non-respondents had
participated, their data would have altered the observed trends (Cresswell, 2014, p. 162;
Bryman, 2016, pp. 184–185).
Non-responses can occur through bias (for example, strong feelings or lack of interest) as
well as non-bias (e.g. absence during survey period). Both types are likely to have occurred
during this survey, therefore the results should be generalised to the whole population with
caution.
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3.4.2.3 The Affect Heuristic
The psychologist Paul Slovic observed that humans tend to make decisions by consulting
their emotions, allowing their likes and dislikes to shape their beliefs rather than the other
way around (cf. Kahneman, 2012, p. 103). Placed in the context of this survey, if you feel
threatened by the prospect of large housing developments in Churchill, it is normal for you to
find arguments such as natural habitat erosion, light pollution and potential traffic compelling
in a way that you perhaps did not before the threat materialised.
Whilst this does not necessarily invalidate respondent’s views, it does partially explain why
hitherto ‘quiet’ issues suddenly become emotionally charged as they acquire both purpose
and meaning within a broader issue. Conversely, research conducted by neuroscientist
Antonio Damasio also suggests that “people who do not display the appropriate emotions
before they decide…also have an impaired ability to make good decisions” (Kahneman,
2012, p. 139).
3.4.2.4 External validity
External validity is the degree to which study samples are representative of the study
population. This affects the extent to which the study findings can be generalised to the
study population. The survey was both anonymous and available online, and although 66%
of respondents were willing to be identified, it is not possible to confirm that all remaining
responses either came from genuine residents, or that single respondents did not submit
multiple responses. However, the variety of response styles and issues raised suggests that
the likelihood of multiple responses from a single respondent is low. Single responses
bearing two names (e.g. Mr and Mrs X) were entered twice in the survey to maintain the
integrity of the quantitative results, but were excluded from the response summaries in order
to eliminate phrase duplication.
3.4.2.5 Independent variables
This survey did not seek to capture any independent variables such as age, employment
status, income, gender or length of time as a resident.
3.4.2.6 Stability
The study population was surveyed once over a period of two weeks, so the results cannot
be considered as being stable over time. In other words, the CC team cannot tell if the
opinions expressed are constant, have changed over time or are suffering from an isolated
bias.
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